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Introduction and summary. Throughout this paper, G will denote a Hausdorff

locally compact space, subsequently specialized into a Hausdorff locally compact

Abelian group. We write B(G) for the Banach space of all bounded, complex-

valued functions on G which are universally measurable (i.e., measurable for every

Radon measure on G), the norm being the sup norm. BC(G) denotes the subspace

composed of the continuous functions in B(G), whilst CC(G) cz BC(G) is composed

of the continuous functions with compact supports, and C0(G) cz BC(G) is the

closure in B(G) of CC(G). If G is an Abelian topological group, BUC(G) denotes

the subspace of BC(G) composed of the bounded uniformly continuous functions

on G ; in this case, CC(G) <= C0(G) cz BVC(G). In any case, M(G) denotes the space

of all bounded complex Radon measures on G, which we will regard as being

isometrically injected into the dual of B(G).

Hereafter, the term "measure" will always mean "Radon measure." Con-

cerning (not necessarily bounded) measures on G, a net (p¡) of such measures

will be said to converge vaguely to a measure p, if and only if

lim       / dp¡ =     f dp
i      Je, Ja

for each fe CC(G). We recall the well-known fact (a consequence of the definition

of Radon measures and of a general result in duality theory ; see [2, Chapter 4 and

Theorem 1.11.4]) that a set S of measures on G is vaguely relatively compact

whenever

Sup {\p\(K):peS}< oo

for each compact subset K of G.

In §1 we consider the representation of continuous linear functional on sub-

spaces V of B(G) in a manner suggested by and extending a result of Mazur

applying when G is the discrete space of natural numbers, i.e, as limits of integrals

with respect to norm-bounded sequences or nets in M(G). Combining this with

the Hahn-Banach theorem, we derive some criteria for uniform approximation.

In §2 we apply some of these criteria to the case in which G is a Hausdorff
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locally compact Abehan group, focusing attention on the uniform span T[/] of

translates of a function / in BUCiG) and its relation to the spectral analysis of /.

In particular, we examine the dependence of T[/] on variations of / which are

small in a certain sense. These results differ from most of those included under

the general heading of the spectral theory of such functions, inasmuch as the

uniform topology replaces the strict and narrow topologies customarily used

(as, for example, in Herz's survey article [1] ; see also (3.1, ii) infra).

For functions / which are not uniformly continuous, T[f] is somewhat intrac-

table. For this reason we shall formulate the results in §2 in terms of T*[/],

the uniform closure of the set of functions K * / obtained as K ranges over

ÜÍG). [An alternative would be to allow K to range over MiG)f\ Notice that

T[/] = T*[/] whenever feBUCiG); that T*[/] c BUCiG) for any feBiG);

and that fe T*[/] if and only if feBUCiG).

It is also worth remarking that, if Ts[/] denotes the strict closure of the set of

linear combinations of translates of feBCiG), then T¿[/] = strict closure of

T*[/]. This may be seen by a direct application of the Hahn-Banach theorem,

combined with the fact that the dual of BCiG) relative to the strict topology

may be identified with MiG).

A lengthy section (2.9) is devoted to concrete examples, mainly for G = R" (n ^ 1).

In §3, we consider briefly an approach to problems of approximation in the

strict and uniform topologies for suitable subspaces of BCiG).

We emphasise finally that the main interest resides in those cases in which G is

noncompact. With the exception of the negative results in (2.3), all the results

are widely known to simplify and admit strengthening when G is compact.

1. Representation of functional.

(1.1) Theorem. Let V be a vector subspace of BiG), and let M be a convex

and balanced subset of MiG) such that

(1.1.1) ||/|rgsup|f fdp
lieM    JG

ifeV).

If F is any continuous linear functional on V of norm at most 1, there exists a net

ip) extracted from M such that

(1.1.2) F(/) = lim f fdp, ifeV).
i   Jg

If, furthermore, V is separable, the net ip) may be taken to be a denumerable

sequence ÍPi)?= y.

Proof. From (1.1.1) and the assumption || F |l = 1, it follows that

\F(J)\ ^Sup   I  (fdp
m   ' Jg
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for each fe V. We now appeal to the bipolar theorem [2, Theorem 8.1.5] in order

to conclude that F lies in the a(V, F)-closure of M. This yields (1.1.2).

If V is separable, the topology o(V, V) induces on the unit ball of V a metri-

sable topology, so that F will be the cr(V',V)-limit of a denumerable sequence

(p¡)?Li extracted from M. The proof is complete.

For separable subspaces V it is possible to refine somewhat the representation

(1.1.2).

(1.2) Corollary. Let Vbea separable vector subspace of B(G) and F a contin-

uous linear functional on V. Then there exists a positive, bounded, Radon

measure X on G and a sequence (cfiDfL y of functions in CC(G) such that

(1.2.1) Sup f  |^|dAg||F|
¡     Jg

and

(1.2.2) F(f) = lim { fcb-.dX       (feV).
i    JG

Proof. We may assume that | F | = 1. Then, applying (1.1) with M taken to be

the unit ball in M(G), we conclude that there exists a sequence (jiylyL i extracted

from M such that (1.1.2) holds. Now put X = 2Zf=1 i~2|p,|, which is a positive

element of M(G). By the Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodym theorem, we may write

p¡ in the form \jji ■ X, where \¡i¡eI}(G,X) and

J  läjfU* J 4|mi|£1.

Finally, for each i we may select cf>¡ e CC(G) such that

j \+t-*t\iX*r\      j  \<pt\dX£l.

Then, if fe V one has

lim       fcb¡ dX  = lim       fij/¡ dX
i     Jg i     Jg

= limj

- F(f),

fdpi

by (1.1.2), which is the desired representation formula.

(1.3) Remarks. Corollary (1.2) may be regarded as an analogue and a generali-

sation of the result of Mazur, applying when G is the discrete space of natural

numbers, and given on pp. 71-72 of Banach [3].
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We shall digress temporarily to show that the "sequential" nature of (1.2)

cannot be maintained without some countability restriction on V. This may be

inferred by combining the following two assertions: let L be the subset of V

composed of all linear functionals on V of the type

(1.3.1) f^jfdp,

where p e M(G)and || p || i£ 1 ; then

(i) if V contains the characteristic functions of all rj-compact G.-subsets of G,

L is sequentially closed in V for the topology eriV, V);

(ii) L is closed in V for the topology er(V, V), if and only if G is finite. Ac-

cordingly, if G is infinite and V is as in (i), there exist functionals F which are

weakly adherent in V to L and yet are not representable by (1.1.2) for any choice

of a denumerable sequence ip¡)?=y.

Proof of (i). Let (p¡)¡ =. be a sequence extracted from the unit ball of MiG)

such that

(1.3.2) F(/)=limf  fdp,.
i  Jg

Let the measure X and the functions i¡/¡ be defined as in the proof of (1.2).

By hypothesis, then,

lim I   \¡/i dX
i   Ja

exists finitely for each n-compact G¿-set AczG. Since each o--finite A-measurable set

differs by a A-null set from some <7-compact G.-set, it follows (see [2, Proposition

4.21.1 and the proof of Theorem 4.21.4]) that the sequence ii¡/)fíi is weakly

convergent to some y¡ieÜiG,X). Plainly,

(1.3.3) f \\}i\dXz%liminf f  \$t\dkz%.l.
Jg i        Jg

It follows at once that (1.3.1) holds if we take p = \jj ■ X, which belongs to the unit

ball of MiG).

We add the remark that, if V is closed in BiG), it must (under the hypothesis

in (i)) contain BCiG) id C0iG). Then any sequence ip) extracted from MiG),

for which the limit (1.3.2) exists finitely for each / e V, is necessarily norm-bounded

(as follows from Corollary 7.1.2 of [2]). In this case, therefore, we may assert that

the set of linear functionals on V of the form / ->■ §Gf dp, where p ranges over

MiG), is itself sequentially closed for er(V',V).

Proof of (ii). Assume that L is closed for the topology er(V, V). Let us show

first that G must be compact.

Were G noncompact, we could choose a net (x,) tending to infinity in G and

construct the functional
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(1.3.3) /„(/) = LIM/(x(),

where LIM is a generalized limit on the space of all bounded, complex-valued nets

(£,-). On the assumption that L is a(V, F)-closed, it follows easily from the bipolar

theorem that there would exist ape M(G) such that

U/)=f/dp       (feV).
Jg

Since l0(f) = 0 for any feB(G) which vanishes off some compact subset of G,

it would follow that p(A) = 0 for all relatively compact Gá-sets A cz G, whence

it would follow that p = 0. This is, however, absurd since then (1.3.4) would

conflict with the fact that Z0(l) = LIM1 = 1. This contradiction shows that G

must indeed be compact.

A closely analogous argument shows that G must be discrete. Discreteness and

compactness add up to finiteness, and the proof is complete.

Despite the preceding remarks, it is true and significant that, when G is a group

and VczBC(G), at least some of the refining features of (1.2) are attainable

without assuming separability of V. This is the content of the next result.

(1.4) Corollary. Let G be a Hausdorff locally compact group with left Haar

measure dx, V a vector subspace of BC(G), and F a continuous linear functional

on V. Let <5> be a convex and balanced subset of L1(G) whose intersection with

the unit ball in ^(G) is dense in that unit ball. Then there exists a net (cé¡)

extracted from <ï> such that

(1.4.1) Sup j"   \4>i\ dx= || F ||
i    Jg

and

(1.4.2) F(/) = lim f  f<btdx (feV).
i   Jg

If V is separable, we may in addition suppose that the net (<p¡) is a denumerable

sequence (cb¡)f= y.

Proof. We may assume that || F|| = 1. In Theorem (1.1) we take for M the set

of all measures p of the type dp(x) = cb(x)dx as cf> ranges over G>. It is very

simple to verify that (1.1.1) is fulfilled, using the fact that VczBC(G). An appli-

cation of Theorem (1.1) then yields the stated conclusion.

By combining the preceding results with the Hahn-Banach theorem we may

derive some criteria for uniform approximation. Three examples follow.

(1.5) Theorem. Let G be a Hausdorff locally compact Abelian group, fe BC(G),

ge BC(G), and let <P be as in (1.4). In order that ge T*[/], it is necessary and

sufficient that
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Umebi*K*fiO) = 0 iKeL\G))
i

shall imply

lim eb, * g(0) = 0

whenever iep) is an ÜiG)-bounded net extracted from O.

Proof. It suffices to appeal to Corollary (1.4) after making the trivial change

of replacing each eb e 3> by the function epix) = </>( — x).

We add that G is assumed to be Abelian only for simplicity ; this special case

is adequate for the applications to be made in §2 infra.

Remark. If ÜÍG) is separable, then T*[/] is separable and we may in the

statement of Theorem (1.5) assume that (»p.) is a denumerable sequence ieb)f=y.

There is an analogue of Theorem (1.5) for spans of translates.

(1.5A) Theorem. Suppose G,f, g and <S are as in Theorem (1.5). In order that

geT[/] it is necessary and sufficient that

lim ,p.*/(x) = 0    (xeG)

shall imply '

lim eb, * g(0) = 0
i

whenever ief) is an LxiG)-bounded net extracted from «5.

(1.6) Theorem. Let G be a Hausdorff locally compact Abelian group, X its

character group, X0 a subset of X, and feBCiG). Let i> be as in (1.4). In order

that f be the uniform limit of linear combinations of characters e¡eX0, it is

necessary and sufficient that

lim       feb¡ dx = 0
i     J G

for any L}iG)-bounded net ie¡>¡) extracted from <J> which satisfies

lim to = 0     iÇeX0),
i

ej>¡ denoting the Fourier transform of eb,. If furthermore X0 is countable, the net

ieb) may be replaced by a denumerable sequence (0¡)¡ = i.

Note. On taking X0 = X, Theorem (1.6) provides a characterization of the

continuous, uniformly almost periodic functions / on G.

(1.7) Theorem. Let G, X, f and i> be as in Theorem (1.6). In order that f be

the uniform limit on G of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of elements of MiX),

it is necessary and sufficient that

lim   I  feb¡dx = 0
i    Jg
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for each Ll(G)-bounded net (cb¡) extracted from <5 and such that

lim       c5¡ dm = 0
i      Jx

for each m e M(X).

Note. Theorem (1.7) may be compared with a result found jointly by Beurling

and Hewitt and stated on p. 138 of Hewitt's survey article [4]. Professor Hewitt

informs me that, contrary to what is indicated in the bibliography to [4], the result

has not in fact been published to date.

When G = R (the real line) or Z (the discrete group of integers), it is not difficult

to display explicitly functions in BUC(G) which are not uniform limits of Fourier-

Stieltjes transforms; see, for example, [1, pp. 196-197].

2. Uniform spans of translates.

(2.1). Throughout this section, G will denote a Hausdorff locally compact

Abelian group and X its character group. Their respective Haar measures, denoted

by dx and dÇ, ate assumed to be adjusted so that the Fourier inversion formula

holds without external numerical factors.

We shall employ Theorem (1.5) to prove some results about T*[/], the closure

in B(G) (or, what is the same thing, in BC(G)) of the set of linear combinations

of translates of functions fe BC(G).

(2.2) Spectral notions and generalized Fourier transforms. We review rapidly

the concepts used in the main theorems.

(i) The spectrum of a bounded function. We use the definition of the spectrum

A(/0 given by Herz [1, p. 186]: for feBC(G), A(/)is the set of common zeros

of the Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of measures p e M(G) satisfying p * / = 0.

Evidently, it comes to the same thing to define A(/) as the set of common zeros

of Fourier transforms of functions cbeL1(G) satisfying cp*f = 0; and in this

form the definition is obviously applicable to any feLcc(G). Moreover, the defi-

nition remains still unaltered if cb is restricted to any dense ideal in L\G), in

particular to the ideal 3> = 3>(G) formed of those cb e Ll(G) for which d) is compact.

(Whatever the function u on X, u denotes the support of u.)

(ii) Pseudomeasures on X. Write, as usual, A(X) for the set of functions

ueC 0(X) of the form

«(¿) = ß«) = | t<x)IÖÖdx

for some veÜ(G). Then A(X) is a Banach algebra (without unit, if X is non-

compact) under the norm | u \\A = \\v\\y. Notice that

A(X)nCc(X) = {$:cbe<l>(G)},

and that A(X) is stable under multiplication by Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of

elements of M(G).
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By a pseudomeasure on X is meant a continuous linear functional on A{X)

(see [12], [13], [15], [16]). These objects form a Banach space PCX) under the

dual norm

|a|j.-Sap{|o(i<)|:>ic.4, ¡u\\Az%l}.

PiX) is stable under multiplication by Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of elements

of MiG).

Given an open subset 17 of X, a pseudomeasure ere PiX), and a (Radon)

measure p on U, the relation <r = p on U signifies that

<t(m) =1   u dp
Ju

for each u e AiX) O CLX) satisfying « c 17 ; or, what is equivalent, that

er(é¡>) = \   eb dp
Jv

for each eb e Í»(G) satisfying <Jk= U. In particular, there exists a maximal open set

UezzX such that a = 0 on 17; the closed set X n 17' is the support of a, denoted

by a.

If X = R" or T", there is a natural injection of P(A") into 3>'(X) (the space of

Schwartz distributions on X).

(iii)Trte Fourier transform on L°°(G). If feU°(G) there is a unique pseudo-

measure Jon X satisfying

fiu) =   Í f(x)v(-x)dx (u=î, veL\G));

or, equivalently,

M)   =  J  /(*)<« - *) dx = eb * f(0)       ieb e O(G)).

This /is the generalized Fourier transform of /. It is easily verified that / -> / is a

linear isometry of L°°(G) onto PiX).

If XeMiG) and /eL°°(G), then (A*/)~= 2 •/.

If G = R", the pseudomeasure / agrees with the Schwartz distribution Fourier

transform of /.

It can be shown that A(/) is simply the support of /, so that A(/) =0 if and

only if / = 0 l.a.e. (the dual form of Wiener's theorem). From this one may

derive rapidly the following three basic properties of A(/) :

(A.). If feV°iG), KeL\G), and K= 1 on a neighbourhood of A(/), then

f = K*f l.a.e. (hence everywhere, if / is continuous); consequently i fe BCiG)

and A(/) is compact, then feBUCiG).
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(A2). If feV°(G) and KeÜ(G), then

A(Kl*f)czknA(f).

(A3). If /, geL°°(G), then A(g)czA(f) whenever g is the weak limit in Lœ(G)

of linear combinations of translates of/; this is the case whenever g is the uniform

limit   of  functions   p*f   with   peM(G),   and    so   in   particular   whenever

^£T[/]ur*[/].
These properties are not stated in the strongest possible form. Observe that

(A,) and (A2) also follow Theorems 1.3 and 1.2 respectively of [1].

(iv) Spectrally null sets. Given feLx(G) and a closed subset S of X, we say

that S is spectrally null for / if there exists an open set U Z3 S and a measure p

on U such that /= p on U and |p|*(S) = 0. (By shrinking U a little, one may

always suppose that p e M(X).) It is equivalent to demand that to each e > 0

corresponds an open set Utz> S such that

\cb*f(0)\^e-Sup\$\

for each cb e L](G) [or <D(G)] satisfying fycz Uc. Again, in the terminology intro-

duced in (3.2) infra, S is spectrally null for / if and only if the singular support

of/(i.e., the singular spectrum sing A(/) of/) does not meet S.

A (not necessarily closed) set P cz X is said to be spectrally null for /, if this

last is true for each closed set S cz P.

It is not difficult to verify that if fe Lf(G) then an open set U is spectrally null

for / if and only if /= 0 on U; that a set P is spectrally null for / if and only if

the same is true for each compact subset of P; and that the union of any locally

finite family of sets, each spectrally null for /, is itself spectrally null for /

However (and herein lies the point of the concept), if G is noncompact, there

exist closed sets S which are spectrally null for / and yet which meet A(/). For

example, if fe LX(G) n L2(G), any locally null subset of X is spectrally null for /,

even though A(/) may well coincide with X.

It is evident that if P is spectrally null for fe LX(G), then it is spectrally null for

any function p * / with p e M(G).

(2.3). The content of (2.2, iv) and Theorem (2.4) to follow can be further moti-

vated a posteriori in the following way. The spectrum A(/), although determining

completely those characters £ e X which are strict limits of linear combinations

of translates of / (see [1, Theorem 1.2 and (3.6, i) infra]), fails to determine

which characters are uniform limits of linear combinations of translates of /

For example, if u e CC(G) and u ¥=0, consider the functions ft = 1 + u and

f2 — ». Then, if G = R (the real line), the remarks in (2.2, iii) show that the spectra

of /, and of f2 are both the whole of X (here identifiable with R). On the other

hand, it follows from Corollary (2.5) that 1 e T[/, ] ; and yet evidently T[/2] cz C0(G)

and so 1 4 T[/2]. (In the second clause of (2.5) we take / = /, = 1 + u and c = 1

and apply the remarks in (2.2, iii).)
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However, Theorem (2.4) constitutes a partial substitute as a comparison

theorem, implying as it does (via Corollary (2.5)) that £ e T*[ff] and (\ e T*[/2]

are equivalent assertions, whenever there is a neighbourhood of £ which is spec-

trally null for fy —f2.

We now proceed to the statement and proof of Theorem (2.4).

(2.4) Theorem. Suppose that f,f0, geBC(G), that geT*[/0], and that there

exists a neighbourhood U of A(g) for which A(/0)O U is spectrally null for

f-f0. Then T*[g] c T*[f], and in particular geT*[f~\ if g is uniformly

continuous.

Proof. We break this into three stages.

(1) The general result will follow as soon as it is established that ge T*[/] lif

A(g) is compact, the other hypotheses remaining fixed. For if g satisfies these

hypotheses, so too does K * g for any K e <&, by virtue of (A2). The supposedly

established special case then entails that K*geT*[f~\ for any Ke<&. Hence,

since 4> is dense in Ü(G), the same is true for any K e Ü(G), and consequently

T*[g] c T*[/].
(2) Suppose then that A(g) is compact and the other hypotheses are maintained.

Choose a compact neighbourhood N of A(g), N czU, and then a function

k eLi(G) such that íc = 1 on some neighbourhood of A(g) and ft cz N. By (A,),

g = k*g, which belongs to T*[/c*/0] = T*[/0], say. By (A2),

A(/ó)cfcnA(/0)cJVnA(/0).

Besides this, (A3) shows that A(g) cz A(/0), and so, by (A2) again, that

A(g) = A(fc * g) C k n Aig) ezzNHA (/<,).

Also, N n A(/0) e U n A(/0) is spectrally null for f—f0 and therefore for

/ ' -f¿, if we write / ' = k*f
Putting S = N n A(/0), we see that S is compact, and we have just verified that

g e T*[/ó], that A(g) c S, that A(/0) c S, and that S is spectrally null for /' -f'Q.

If we can deduce from this that g e T*[/'], then a fortiori we shall have g e T*[f~],

and the proof will be complete.

(3) We are thus reduced to proving the following : if /, f0, ge BCiG) and S

is a compact subset of X, and if

(i)    A(g)cS,

00   A(/o)cS,
(iii) S is spectrally null for f—f0, and

(iv)  geT*[f0l
then geT*[fl

To do this, we write f = f0+fi- By (iii), to each 6 > 0 corresponds a neigh-

bourhood UE of S such that
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(2.4.1). \cp*fy(0)\=B'Sup\$\

for each tpeÜ(G) satisfying (j> cz Uc. Next choose for each such e a function

keeL}(G) so that i, = l on a neighbourhood of S, 0 — ice—^l, and keczUe

[5, p. 146]. According to (Ax), (i),  and (ii), fo — ke*fo and g = K*g- I*ut

We shall use Theorem (1.5) and consider any net (cb¡) in Ll(G) satisfying

=suP r i^|.
i     Jg

(2.4.2) M = Sup   |    14>i | dx < oo

and

(2.4.3) lim fa*K*'f(0) = 0
t

for each KeLl(G). Then, since \f'Be\T*[f], it follows that also

(2.4.4) lim cbi*K*\f\'t(0) = 0
i

for each K e Ü(G). Since kcxf0= f0, we have for any K e Ü(G)

cbi*K*X = cbl*K*lf0 + cbi*ke*K*\fy

and therefore

(2.4.5) \<p,*K*!/o(0) | = | ^*K* f'e(0)\ + \<p,*K*ke*/,(0)|.

Applying (2.4.1), with cb replaced by cp^k^K, and using (2.4.5), it follows that

|^*f:*!fo(0)|^|^*jc*/.'(0)| + Me   SuP|jt|.

This combines with (2.4.4) to yield

limsupU¡*K*/0(0)|^M8   Sup|je|.
'i

Since 6 > 0 is arbitrary, we infer that

limcbi*K*f0(0) = 0
i

for each K ëlL\G). In view of (iv) and (2.4.2), this last entails that

(2.4.6) lim cj>i*g(0) = 0.
i

Thus, for any net (cb¡) in Ü(G), (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) together imply (2.4.6).

Theorem (1.5) then shows that indeed ge T*[/], as we wished to prove.
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(2.5) Corollary. Suppose that f, /0eBC(G), that ¡;eX satisfies <^eT*[/0],

and that there is a neighbourhood U of è, such that A(/0)n U is spectrally

null for f-f0. Then £eT*[/]. In particular, S,eT*[f] provided feBCiG)

is such that, for some number c # 0, {£} ¿5 spectrally null for f — ci;.

Proof. This is immediate from Theorem (2.4) on taking g = Ç, so that

A(g) = {{}. For the second clause we specialize still more by taking f0 = ce;, for

which A(/0) = {£}.

(2.6) Remarks.

(i) Detailed examples of "comparison functions" /0 for use in (2.4) and (2.5)

appear in (2.9) infra.

(ii) If fe BCiG), S,eX, and / is equal to a measure p on a neighbourhood of

£, such that pi{¿¡}) ¥= 0, (2.5) shows that { e T*[/]. It is not difficult to show that,

conversely, p({<¡;}) # 0 whenever £ e T*[/].

(iii) Both (2.4) and (2.5) have analogues for spans of translates, the proofs being

based upon (1.5A) in place of (1.5). For example: suppose that /0eBC(G), that

/, geBUCiG), that ge T[/0], and that there exists a neighbourhood U of A(g)

such that A(/0)n U is spectrally null for / — f0; then ge T[/].

(iv) Whilst (2.4) yields useful information about T*[/] whenever a suitable

comparison function /0 is available, the next theorem aims at information about

T*[/] without the intervention of a comparison function.

(2.7) Theorem, (i) Suppose that feBCiG) and that f is a measure p. Then

T*[/] contains every geBCiG) such that g is a bounded measure v which is

absolutely continuous relative to p, i.e., every g which is of the form

gix)= f tixMOdpii),
Jx

where s is p-integrable.

(ii) // fe BCiG) is such that f is a function F # 0 l.a.e., then T*[/] => C0iG).

Proof, (i) By Theorem (1.5) it suffices to show that if (<p;) is an L1(G)-bounded

net extracted from O, and if

(2.7.1) limeb,*K*fiO) = 0 iKeÜiG)),
i

then

(2.7.2) Umeb,*gi0) = 0
i

for each g of the stated type.

Now, (2.7.1) implies that

limeb*eb,*fiO) = 0
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for each cb e 4>. Using the fact that / is the measure p, this last equation may. be

rewritten

(2.7.3) lim   f ¿(Oto dp(0 = 0.
i     Jx

Consider next the function s figuring in the definition of g. We claim that, given

e > 0, we can choose cb e 3> so that

j>
(2.7.4) \s-cb\dp^E.

Indeed, if h e Lœ(X,p) satisfies jxc¡)h dp = 0 for all cb e <D, then also (since 4> is an

algebra)

I cpij/h dp = 0

for all cb, i/f ei>. As is well known, the ij) with \j/eU(G) are uniformly dense in

C0(X) ; the same is therefore true even if rb be restricted to <D. The last-written

equation therefore entails that cph = 0 l.a.e. (p) for each cb etP; and this in turn

shows that h = 0 l.a.e.(p). The Hahn-Banach theorem now affirms the possibility

of the approximation (2.7.4).

Since the transforms $¡ are uniformly bounded, (2.7.3) and (2.7.4) combine

to show that

lim sup sc¡ dpI <E.

This being the case for any e > 0, we must conclude that

(2.7.5) lim    I   s<£¡ dp = 0.
¡      Jx

Since g is the measure v = s • p, (2.7.5) signifies that

lim cb .*g(0) = 0,
i

which is (2.7.2). This proves (i).

(ii) In this case we can make use of part of the preceding argument, taking

dp(0 = F(£) dÇ. Equation (2.7.3) itself yields the conclusion that T*[}fi] will

contain any function g of the form

g(x) = £ Ç(x)$(OF(0 di,

where cpe<¡>. It suffices therefore to show that the functions $F are dense in

L'LY). But this can be done in much the same way as the approximation (2.7.4)

was shown to be possible, bearing in mind now that F is nonvanishing l.a.e.

This will complete the proof of (ii).
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Remark. For G = Rm and fe C0iG), a similar result appears as Theorem 4

in Edwards [6]. See also (3.4) and (3.5) infra.

(2.8) Remarks.

(i) It is possible to give necessary and sufficient conditions on / in order

that /shall be a measure on a given open subset U of X. One such criterion is the

existence of a net if) of functions in L°iG) n LliG) converging weakly in U°iG)

to / and such that

(2.8.1) lim sup  j   |/¿| di\< co
¡       Je

for each compact set C er U.

Another such criterion is that / be the weak limit in IfiG) of the Fourier-

Stieltjes transforms of a net (p.) of bounded Radon measures on X such that

(2.8.2) lim sup      d\p,\< co
i       Je

for each compact set C c U.

The property in question is a purely local one. More precisely, in order that

/ be equal to a measure on U, it is necessary and sufficient that to each £ e U

corresponds an open neighbourhood 17*. of £,, and to each compact set C czUç

a number m(C) < co, such that

| eb */(0 | = miC) • Sup | $ \

for each ebel^iG) [or 0(G)] satisfying $cC.

(ii) Using an obvious notation, if/e L0C(Glfe) (fe = 1,2) is such that }k is a measure

pk on the open set Uk cr Xk, then the function / on Gx x G2 defined by

/(x„x2)=/1(x1)/2(x2)

has a transform / which is equal on U\ x U2 to the measure py ® p2. The veri-

fication is immediate.

(2.9) Some examples. Specific applications of Theorem (2.4) and Corollary

(2.5) depend upon a supply of comparison functions f0 for which enough is known

about T*[/0].

One source of such comparison functions is Theorem (2.7) in conjunction with

the remarks in (2.8); it is especially useful in connection with functions given as

Fourier-Stieltjes transforms or as suitable limits of these.

A second source comprises the set of uniformly almost periodic (u.a.p.) func-

tions on G. If u is u.a.p., T*[u] = T[w] can in theory be completely determined

in the following way. Imbed G topologically and algebraically as a dense sub-

group of its Bohr compactification bG and use the well-known fact that u.a.p.

functions on G are precisely the restrictions to G of the continuous functions on

bG. Since bG is compact Abelian, if « is a continuous function on bG, T[h~\ = T*[«]
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consists exactly of those continuous functions k on bG such that k vanishes at

all points of X at which h vanishes. Interpreted in terms of u.a.p. functions on G,

this means that if we introduce the Bohr spectrum

X(u) = {ÇeX: (mean value of wf) # 0}

of the u.a.p. function u, then T[u\ = T*[w] contains precisely those u.a.p func-

tions v such that X(v) cz X(u). It is also well known (and easily deducible from the

theory for the compact group bG) that any u.a.p. function u is the uniform limit

of linear combinations of characters £ e X(u), these last being just the characters

belonging to T[u\. On the other hand, it is not difficult to verify that A(u) = X(u);

accordingly, if X(u) is not closed, there are characters ÇeA(u) which do not belong

to T[«].

If u is actually periodic, with a period subgroup P such that G/P is compact, the

situation is very simple. For then the annihilator P° of P in X, being isomorphic

as a topological group with the character group of G/P, is discrete. The transform

of u is the measure

û =    £    c(Ç)es ,

the series converging vaguely, where

c{Ç)  =    f    u(x)i{x)dx
Jg/p

and u(x) = u(x) for x e x e G/P. So A(u) = X(u) is now the set of £ e P° for which

c(0 i= 0.
We shall now consider a few examples of a much more special nature, most of

which are not covered by the preceding remarks. When speaking of a group

G = R" we shall usually identify X with JR" in the usual fashion, identifying

thereby a point ç of R" with the corresponding character x -» exp (2ni£, • x).

The choice of the factor 2n arranges that the adjusted Haar measures are then

numerically identical with the Lebesgue measure on R". Free use will be made of

the remarks in (2.2, iii). Notice that examples for G = R" may be derived from

those for G = R by use of (2.8, ii).

(i) For G = R the classical theory of Fourier integrals provides a number of

criteria ensuring that a (not necessarily integrable) function / has a transform

which is a function; for this, see [8, pp. 169-174]. Such criteria normally apply

only to functions in C0(R). There are, incidentally, analogous results for the case

G = Z (the discrete additive group of integers); see [7, Volume I, p. 185]. A dif-

ferent type of example for G = R stems from a result of Wiener given in [7,\Vol-

ume II, p. 298]. This shows in particular that if feU°(R) is such that

oo        r    /»n+ 1 \  2

I \f(x)\dx\   <co,
n = — oo\ J n /
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then / is a function satisfying

(ii) Take again G = R. From [9, Tome II, p. 126] we read off the pair of trans-

forms

fix) = exp iinx2),   M) = 2'1'2 (1 + i) exp ( - Í7i42).

Consequently for real a # 0 we may derive the pair of transforms

(2.9.1) fix) = exp iinax2),       M) = Ca • exp ( - in?¡a),

where C„ # 0 depends upon a only.

More generally, consider /(x) = exp [¿P(x)] where P is a nonlinear polynomial

with real coefficients. Applying the Fourier-Schwartz transformation to the

equation dfjdx = iP'ix)f, one derives the relation 2nil;f=iP'[i—2ni)~1djdi']f.

Reference to [9, Tome I, p. 129] confirms that this differential equation has only

the usual solutions, which are all analytic. It follows that fix) = exp [iP(x)]

satisfies the conditions in Theorem (2.7, ii), so that we may assert that to each

g e C0(R) corresponds a sequence of functions iK„)™= y extracted from L'(R) such

that

(2.9.2) lim   f    XB(x')exp[iP(x-x')]í/x' = g(x)
il        J — 00

uniformly for x e R.

Again, if P is a nonconstant polynomial with real coefficients, and if

/(x).= sin2P(x), it is easily seen that

AO-ie + A,

where X is either a function (if P is nonlinear) or a measure whose support

does not contain 0 (if P is linear and nonconstant). Corollary (2.5) is applicable

if we take /0(x) = %, g(x) = 1 ; for the transform of / — /0 is the measure X, and

A(/o) = {0} is spectrally null for f — f0. Since, obviously, geT*[/0], it follows

that g = 1 e T*[/]. In other words, there exists a sequence (Kn)"= y of integrable

functions such that

(2.9.3) lim    f " K„ix') sin2|P(x - x') dx' = 1
n        »7— oo

uniformly for x e R. The same conclusion is valid if sin2 P(x) is replaced by any

linear combination A sin2 P(x) + B cos2 P(x), where A and B are complex and

A\+ B # 0.
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Similarly, if G = R", if a is real and nonzero, and if

f(x) = A sin2 (inar2) + B cos2 (inar2),

where r = | x | (the Euclidean length of x e R") and A + B # 0, then 1 eiT*[/J.

(iii) Further interesting examples for G = R" (with emphasis on the cases

where n > 1) ate obtainable in the shape of functions of the form

(2.9.4) f(x) = A(x)B(x)IQ(x)^0,

assumed to belong to BC(R"), where

(a) Â has a compact support,

(b) Ê is an analytic function on R", and

(c) Q(x) is an elliptic polynomial.

Here (c) means that the homogeneous part of Q of highest degree is nonvanishing

forx # OinR", so that the associated differential operator D = g[( — 2;ri) ~1o¡dc^]

is elliptic [10, pp. 177-178].

The transform / satisfies the differential equation

(2.9.5) Df=Â*Ê,

the right-hand side of which is analytic on R". The ellipticity of D shows that /

also is analytic on R". Since /# 0, the zeros of/form a null set. (If n =\1, this, is

entirely elementary; if n > 1, the question may be settled by noting its local nature

and then taking into account the local expression of / afforded by the Weierstrass

Vorbereitungssatz.)

From (2.7, ii) we conclude therefore that T*[/] => C0(RH); and from (2.4)

it follows that if /06ßC(R"), geBUC(R"), and A(/0) is null, then the inclusion

ge T*[/0] implies that also ge T*[/0 +/].

Were we to take in place of (2.9.4) a function of the form

(2.9.6) f(x) = A(x)IQ(x)^0

with A and Q as before, the situation is less simple. For / one would now have the

equation

(2.9.7) Df=Â,

and the smoothness properties of / depend almost entirely on those of Â andiof

any one elementary solution E for D. Thus, it is certain that / is analytic on

R".n K' (where K is the compact support of Â); on the other hand, in the

neighbourhood of K we have

(2.9.8) / = E * A + a,

where a e C(R"). (This last is true even if we weaken (c) to the demand that Q be

hypoelliptic.) Accordingly, / is a function if and only if E * Â is a function, in
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which case the way is open to apply (2.4). Otherwise a more detailed examination

of E * A is required.

As an example we might take

Qix) = Qa,six) = ia + 4n2\x\2y,

where Re a > 0 and s is a natural number, so that D is the sth power of the meta-

harmonic operator a — A. An associated elementary solution E = Easn is expli-

citly known, viz.

K.s.n = ( - Vr\aldäT%EuJiS - i)\,
where

,("-2)/2

£-.n

[cun(n-2)!]-1 í"exp[-a1/2|¿|í](í2-l)("-3)/2<¿í   if n^2,

ia-1/2exp[-a1/2|^|]       if« = l,

and con = 2ít"/2 /r(¿«); (see [11, pp. 59, 60, 65]).

(iv) The formula (2.9.1) suggests a fairly general class of examples, as we shall

now show.

Take a quadratic form Q on Rn of the type

n

Qix) =    S   <3,X2,
r = l

where the ar are real and nonzero, and put

Q'iO =-n2î í2¡ar.
r=l

Parallel with (2.9.1) is the one-variable formula

[exp(iax2XT= (27c_1 |a|)_1/2(l + i sgna)exp( - ¿n2£2/a),

whence follows the formula for « real variables :

(2.9.9) [exp iQix)T = Cnia) • exp iQ'iQ

where

C„ia) =  f\i2n-1\ a;\)'1/2il + i sgnar).
r = l

Let now u be any continuous function defined on the unit circumference | z | = 1

of the complex plane, and define fe BUCiR") by /(x) = u [exp ¿g(x)]. We claim

that

(2.9.10) f=yoS + F,

where F is a continuous function and
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(2.9.11) y0 = (2n)-1j'u(e")dt.

Indeed, for u one has a development

(2.9.12) u(z) -     I

where

>2<i

yNzN,
N=-aa

yN = (2nT1        u(eu)e-imdt,
Jo

the series (2.9.12) being uniformly summable (C, 1). Consequently,

f(x) = 7o +   £ yN exp iNQ(x),
N*0

this series also being uniformly summable. Using (2.9.9), it follows that

/ = y0£ +   2 7n • C(n, atN)\N\""/2 exp[iß'«)/*-],
jv#o

where

(2.9.13) C(n,a,N)=   f[ i2it~l\ ar |)~ 1/2(1 + » sgn Nar),
r = l

the series being summable for the distributional topology. The proof may then

be completed by showing that the series

(2.9.14) I yN ■ C(n,a,N)\N\~n>2 exp[iß'(£)/JV]

is locally uniformly convergent on R"; the details of the argument are omitted.

As especially simple examples we may take u(z) = \ (z + z~ * ) or \ i~ 1(z + z~ *),

in which cases f(x) = cos Q(x) or sin Q(x) and y0 = 0, so that / is a continuous

function. Likewise, if u(z) = ■£ | z ± z~l |, then f(x) is | cos Q(x) | or | sinf.Q(x)'|,

and f = y0£ + F with y0 > 0 and F a continuous function.

(v) Returning to the case of a general (Hausdorff locally compact Abelian) G,

we record one fairly general derivative of Theorem (2.4).

Suppose that f0, g e BC(G) and the disjoint closed subsets S, F of X are such

that

(a)A(g)cS;

(b)A(f0)czSvF;

(c) geT*[fo].
Suppose further that

(2.9.15) f(x)=f0(x)+ Î fn(x)
n = l

belongs to BC(G), where f„eTf(G) and the series converges weakly in ^^(G).
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Suppose finally that there exists an open set U zj S and measures p„ (« = 1,2, •••)

on U such that /„ = p„ on U and

(d) the support P„ of p„ is such that P„ -* oo in U as n -> oo (i.e., each compact

subset of U meets P„ for at most finitely many n);

(e) \pn\iS) = 0   for n = 1,2,-.

Then T*[g] <zz T*[/]; and ge T*[/] if g is uniformly continuous.

Proof. Condition (d) ensures that the series E"= y p„ converges vaguely on U

to a measure p on 17. In conjunction with (e), (d) shows also that | p | (C) = 0 for

each compact set C cz S, whence it follows that

(2.9.16) |p|(S) = 0.

The vague convergence of this same series of measures, together with the as-

sumed weak convergence of the series appearing in (2.9.15), entails at once that

the transform of /—f0 is equal on U to p. Hence, by (2.9.16), S is spectrally null

for/-/0.

The result now follows at once from Theorem (2.4), on taking U = X C\F'.

An appeal to Corollary (2.5) leads similarly to the following result:

(vi) Suppose that { e X, that c ^ 0 is a constant, and that

(2.9.17) fix)l= ettix) + Î fix),
n = l

where /„ e L°(G), where the series converges weakly in L°(G), and where fe BCiG).

Suppose also that there is a neighbourhood U of £, and measures p„ on U such that

/„ = pn on U, the pn satisfying (d) of (2.9, vii) and also

pni{Vs) = 0 (fi = 1,2,-).

Then£eT*[/].

Proof. To the proof of (2.9, v) it is necessary only to add the observation that

the relation pn({£,}) = 0 is equivalent to | pn | ({(;}) = 0.

Afore. If G = R and ¿;(x) = 1, the conditions are satisfied if /„(x) = c„[u(x)]",

where ueLœ(G), û = p globally, p({0}) = 0, all convolution powers of p exist

absolutely and the support P of p is such that

(2.9.18) P„ = P + ••• + P(« summands)-> oo

as n -* oo. Notice that since R has no nonzero idempotents (for its additive group

structure), each convolution power n of p satisfies n({0}) = 0 whenever p({0}) = 0.

Moreover (2.9.18) is satisfied whenever the support P lies in a half-line (\ = p,

or a half-fine £ ^ — p, where p > 0.

(2.10) An application. The relationship between Wiener's Tauberian theorem

and his "closure of translations" theorem suggests the following simple obser-

vation.
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If p e M(G) and fe BC(G), then the relations

(2.10.1) p*feC0(G)

and

(2.10.2) g is the uniform limit of functions X *f with X e M(G)

together entail that

(2.10.3) p*geC0(G).

Moreover, if p is replaced by a function KeÜ(G), it is simple to formulate a

corresponding assertion for functions / and g in LX(G). Also, if G = R, the limits

at infinity implied in (2.10.1) and (2.10.3) could be replaced by one-sided limits

(as x -> + co or as x -* — oo in place of [ x | -» oo).

Consequently, given (2.10.1) and the relation

(2.10.4) 1 e T*[/] U T[/],

there follows the conclusion

(2.10.5) f dp = 0.
Jg

For example, if G = R and P is any nonconstant polynomial with real coef-

ficients, then the relation

(2.10.6) lim   f sin2 P(x - x') dp(x') = 0
x-»oo   Jr

entails

(2.10.7) f    dp(x) = 0.
Jr

(We are here using the result obtained in (2.9, ii).)

In particular, the only positive bounded Radon measure p on R satisfying

(2.10.6) is p = 0.

3. Subspaces of BC(G) and admissible topologies. In this section we shall

consider briefly certain translation-invariant vector subspaces V of BC(G) and

admissible topologies on them. In this way one may in particular recover some

results about approximation in the strict topology.

(3.1) Admissible pairs. For brevity we shall term "admissible pair" an object

(V, 6), where F is is a translation-invariant vector subspace of BC(G) and 0 is a

locally convex vector space topology on V such that each 0-continuous linear

functional F on F is representable in the form
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(3.1.1) F(f)= j f(-x)dp(x)

for all feV,p being a suitably chosen element of M(G).

In principle, Mackey's theorem (see [2, Theorem 8.3.2]) permits a description

of all such admissible pairs, granted the identification of all convex and

a(M(G), F)-compact subsets of M(G). We are not here concerned with any such

description. Instead we merely note two concrete and particularly significant

examples.

(i) V = C0(G) and 9 is the topology of uniform convergence. That one has

here an admissible pair, is the content of the Riesz representation theorem, or of

the Bourbaki definition of Radon measures, according to one's point of view.

(ii) V = BC(G), 0 is the strict topology defined by the seminorms

Nk(f)=\\kf\\,

k ranging over C0(G). We omit the proof of admissibility.

Suppose now that (V, 0) is an admissible pair. For fe V, denote by Te[/] the

0-closed vector subspace of V generated by the translates of /. (There is no point

in considering separately, in those cases in which F is a convolution module over

Ü(G), the 0-closure T*[/] in V of L1 (G) */.) According to the Hahn-Banach

theorem, given / and g in V, one has g e Te[/] if and only if the relations

p e M(G), p */ = 0
imply

p * g = 0.

In view of the remarks in (2.2, iii), it is equivalent to demand that the relations

p e M(G) and

(3.1.2) fi-f=0
imply

(3.1.3) fi ■ g = 0.

It is also evident a priori that it is equivalent to demand that the relations peÜ(G)

and (3.1.2) imply (3.1.3).

(3.2) In order to use this criterion, it is convenient to introduce the following

additional concept and notation. The support a of a pseudomeasure a on X has

been defined in (2.2, ii). Besides this we now introduce a species of "singular

support' ' of a : let U be the set of points { e X such that a is equal, on some neigh-

bourhood of f, to a measure ; U is evidently an open subset of X ; the complement

X O 17' is here termed the singular support of a, denoted by sing o\ Obviously,

sing a is always a closed subset of a. (This species of singular support is analogous

to, but different from that defined on p. 7 of [10].) If feL°(G), sing / may be

termed the singular spectrum of / and denoted by singA(/).
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(3.3) The relation, t • er = 0. The next step is a discussion of equations of the

type (3.1.2) and (3.1.3).

Throughout this subsection, er denotes a pseudomeasure on X, and t the Fourier-

Stieltjes transform fi of a measure p e M(G) ; sometimes we shall specialise to the

extent of assuming that p e L}(G), i.e., that t e A(X).

In order that the equation

(3.3.1) t ■ a = 0

shall hold, it is obviously necessary that the following condition be fulfilled :

(i)    i = 0 on <t.

However, (i) is in general not sufficient to imply (3.3.1). We shall therefore record

several stronger conditions, each of which will be shown to imply (3.3.1). These

reinforced conditions read as follows :

(ia) (i) holds, and furthermore í = 0 on a neighbourhood of sing <r.

(ib) t = 0 on some spectral synthesis set S containing a [17, §7.1.4, p. 158].

(ic) (i) holds, (9i_1(0) n 8a contains no nonvoid perfect set, and either t e ACX),

or G is metrisable.

In (ic) we use OS to denote the frontier, relative to X, of the subset S of X.

The results to be established are these :

(a) (ia) implies (3.3.1).

(b) (ib) implies (3.3.1).

(c) (ic) implies (3.3.1).

Proof of (a). It suffices to show that t ■ er = 0 on some neighbourhood of each

point (¡0 of X. This is obviously the case if £0 $ a, since then er itself vanishes on

some neighbourhood of £0 ; it is also the case if ¿;0 e sing <r, thanks to the second

clause of (ia).

Consider therefore the case in which £0 e w and £0 $ sing a. There exists a measure

X e M(X) and a relatively compact neighbourhood V of ¿0 such that a = X on V, i.e.,

<u, <r> =      u dX

for u e ACX) satisfying ncK From this it is easily seen to follow that X vanishes

on some neighbourhood of each point of V n <r, and so that X = 0 on V O a'.

(Here and elsewhere, the prime indicates complementation relative to X.) There-

fore, for each u e ACX) satisfying u cr V, we have

(u, t • tr> = <iu, <7> = I tu dX =       tu dX

= tu dX,
Jvna

the last step since X vanishes on V n o'. The final expression here is zero since t

vanishes on <r. Thus t • er = 0 on V, and the proof of (a) is complete.
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Proof of (b). Let eb e L°iG) be chosen so that er = el. The definition of a leads

(by arguments similar to, but simpler than, those in the above proof of (a)) to the

conclusion that u - er = 0 whenever u e ACX) vanishes on a neighbourhood of «r,

and a fortiori if « vanishes on a neighbourhood of S. Hence [17, §7.2.5 (a), p.161],

since S is a spectral synthesis set, it follows that u • o = 0 for any u e ACX) which

vanishes on S. Suppose now that ir) is any approximate identity in ÜÍG), and

put u, = ir, * p)^ e ACX). Then u, vanishes on S and so, by what we have just

established, u, • er = 0. On the other hand, u,- er-*t ■ er weakly as pseudomeas-

ures. Therefore, taking the limit, we see that t - ex = 0. This proves (b).

Note. It follows from the reference just cited that in fact (i) implies (3.3.1) for

all Fourier-Stieltjes transforms í (or, what is equivalent, for all t e ACX)), if and

only if o- is a spectral synthesis set.

Proof of (c). Let / be the closed ideal in ÜÍG) consisting of those fe LliG)

such that /• a = 0. Using the notation of [17, §7.1.3, p. 158], Z(f) is precisely a.

So [17, Theorem 7.2.4, pp.160-161], we have g ■ rr = 0 for any g e LliG) such that

dg ~ 1(0) n Sa contains no nonvoid perfect set, which finishes the proof in case

te ACX).

In the remaining case, in which X is er-compact, we can take an approximate

identity (í"„)n™ i in LtiG) such that each r„ is nonvanishing on X. If t = fl with

peMiG), then gn = rn*peL\G), gn = fn ■ t, and g;\0) = t'\0). By what

has been established already, therefore, irt„) ■ o = 0. But (r„r) ■ er = f„ ■ it ■ o)-*t- er

weakly as pseudomeasures, and (3.3.1) follows once more.

Remarks, (i) The last stage of the proof can be carried through whenever

either 3i_1(0) or da is cr-compact. Possibly it can be done in any case.

(ii) If te ACX) the relation (3.3.1) is known to hold provided r = 0 on er and,

in addition, t satisfies suitable conditions of a Lipschitz nature ; see [15], Remarks

following (6.2), and the references cited there. Such results are of little immediate

use since we are at this point not free to impose any such restrictions on t,

but use will be found for them in (3.6.Ü) infra.

It is now a simple matter to derive the following theorem.

(3.4) Theorem. Suppose that iV,6) is an admissible pair, and that f and g

belong to V. Then ge Te[f~\ provided any one of the following three conditions

is fulfilled:

(ia) A(g) c A(/) and singA(g) cz interior A(/);

(ib) A(/) contains a spectral synthesis set containing Aig);

(ic) A(g) c A(/), and furthermore <3A(g) n dAif) contains no nonvoid

perfect set.

Proof. It must be shown that (3.1.2) implies (3.1.3), wherein we are ¡at liberty

to suppose that / = ßeAiX). This will be done by applying (3.3, a)-(3.3, c),

taking o = g, so that a = A(g).
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Now (3.1.2) entails that t = 0 on / = A(/), so that the relation A(g) c A(/)

entails (3.3, i). Thus (3.3.1) follows, if (ia) or (ib) holds, by virtue of (3.3, a) or

(3.3, b) respectively.

In addition to this, if ¿j e dt -1(0), then £ is the limit in X of points £,* satisfying

'(£*) # 0. For any such point {* we have, by (3.1.2), £* $A(f). Thus

(3.4.1) dt~\0)czA(f)'.

Also, ifA(g) cz A (/), then too dA(g) <= A(g) c A(/). This combines with (3.4.1)

to yield

ôrl(o) n aA(g) = Ä777 n a( /) = 5A(/),

and hence also

ar^O) n 3A(g) cz 5A(/) n 3A(g).

This set contains no nonvoid perfect set, by (ic). Accordingly (3.1.3) follows on

the basis of (3.3, c). The proof is complete.

(3.5) Corollary. Suppose(V, 6) and fare as in (3.4). In order that T*[/] = V

it is sufficient that A(f) = X. If in addition V separates points of M(G), and if

each peM(G) defines via (3.1.1) a 6-continuous functional on V, this condition

is also necessary.

Proof. The sufficiency follows from (3.4). On the other hand, if/vanishes on

some nonvoid open subset U of X, there evidently exists a measure peM(G)

such that p # 0 and p cz U. Then p generates a nonzero 0-continuous functional

on V which annihilates Te[/] by virtue of the relation ß • f = 0. Thus Ts[/]

cannot exhaust V.

(3.6) Remarks, (i) In view of (3.1, i), (3.4) and (3.5) include as special cases

Theorem 4 and its corollary appearing in [6]. If we take V = BC(G) and 6 = the

strict topology (see (3.1, ii)) (3.4) shows that £,eX is the strict limit of linear

combinations of translates of / if and only if Ç e A(f).

(ii) It may also be noted that similar arguments lead to the following result

about synthesis in the strict topology. Suppose S is a closed subset of X and that

fe BC(G); then / is the strict limit of linear combinations of characters £eS

provided A(/) c S and either

sing A(/) cz interior S,

or S contains a spectral synthesis set which contains A(/) (which is the case

whenever dA(f) contains no nonvoid perfect set; see [17, §7.2.5(b), p. 161].

(iii) If G = R" it is, as has already been stated, possible to refine Lemma (3.3)

and its corollaries. The Remarks following (6.2) of [15] show indeed that t ■ o = 0

whenever
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i(ç + <5)î=0(|<5|n/2)   as   «5 -> 0,

uniformly for £ lying in any given compact subset of a.

Consider now the linear space C*(R") formed of all continuous functions / on

R" such that

lim (1 + | x \y12 \f(x) |=0;
|x| -* 00

on C*(Rn) we introduce the norm

||/||* = Sup(l + |x|)-"/2|/(x)|.
xeR"

It is then possible to prove the following result.

Suppose that feC*(Rn), that geBC(R"), and that:

(*) any function F of class Cm(R"), where m = [•£ n], which

vanishes on A(/) (the support of the Fourier-Schwartz

transform of /), has partial derivatives of orders at most

m which vanish on A(g).

Then g is the limit in C*(R") of linear combinations of translates of /. If n = 1,

then m = 0, and (*) signifies merely that A(g) cz A(f); in this case the preceding

result refines in certain respects Theorems 1 and 1' of [14].

The proof uses the Hahn-Banach theorem; the observation that the dual of

C*(R") can be identified with the set of measures p on R" such that

f    (l + |x|)"/2d|p|(x)<oo;
Jr»

and the fact that any such measure p has a Fourier-Stieltjes transform F = fi

which is of class Cm(R") and whose partial derivatives of order m satisfy a Lip-

schitz condition of order |n —[Jti]. As a consequence of this last remark combined

with (*), if F vanishes on A(/), then

F(i; + ô) = 0(\ô\nl2)   as   á - 0,

uniformly for £, e A(g).

As an immediate corollary it follows that: if feC*(R") and A(/) = R", then

any g e BC(R") is the limit in C*(R") of linear combinations of translates of /.

(3.7) Functions fe C0(G) for which sing / = X have especially interesting

translational properties, as will appear from Theorem (3.8) infra. The existence

of such functions can be demonstrated, at least whenever G is second countable

and noncompact, by use of the category theorem; if G = R", there exist such

functions which are further analytic and have all their derivatives in C0(Rn);

for details, see [16, Remarks (2.2.5 i) and (2.2.5 ii)].
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The theorem we aim to establish involves, besides C0iG), the space

Q(G) c BUCiG) formed of functions q of the type

(3.7.1) qix) = I q*i(Wx),

where

(3.7.2) S  \q*iO\<co.

It is a fact (which we do not use) that Q(G) consists precisely of the u.a.p. functions

on G which are also Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of elements of MCX).

Let us write temporarily E for the vector subspace C0(G) + Q(G) of BUC(G)

generated by C0(G) u Q(G). By considering the continuous linear map J of

C0(G) x l\X) into E, defined by

J(f,z)=f+   Sz(f)f,

and associating with each continuous linear functional F on £ the functional

F o J on C0iG) x PiX), it may be verified that F admits a representation

(3.7.3) Fif + q) =  f   /( - x)dpix) + I bii;)q*ieV),
Jg ?ex

where peMiG) and be l^CX) depend on F. This paves the way for use of the

Hahn-Banach theorem.

As a final preliminary remark, we note that if fe C0iG) and sing/ = X, then

the only p e MiG) for which p*f is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform, is p = 0.

We are now ready to state and prove

.»v

(3.8) Theorem. Suppose that f0eC0iG) is such that sing/0 = Z, and that

q0eQ(G). Then T[f0 + qf] contains every function f + q, where feC0(G),

qeQ(G), and q#(tf) = 0for every ÇeX satisfying q%(tf) = 0. In particular,

T[f0 + «] 3 C0(G)for every q e Q(G).

Proof. Suppose F is a continuous linear functional on E which vanishes on

T[/0 + q0_\ '■ we must show that F annihilates each function / + q of the stated

type. Using (3.7.3), the hypothesis signifies that

(3.8.1) p*f+   £ b(OqZ(Oe = 0-

The second summand on the left-hand side is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform and so,

by the closing sentence of (3.7), it follows that p = 0. But then (3.8.1) entails

bi<t)q*(£) = 0 for each ^eX, The desired result therefore follows on using

(3.7.3) once again.
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